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Program Information 

Academic Program (Major) Anthropology 

Degree BA thesis, BA/BS non-thesis 

Department Anthropology 

Division Social Science 

Academic Year  2016-2017 

Departmental Contact Person  

Name This should be person coordinating the program’s assessment effort 
Robin Smith 

Title Professor 

Department Anthropology 

E-Mail Address smithr@wou.edu 

Extension 8-8357 

Program Mission Statement and Learning Outcomes 

 
Insert the program mission statement as published in the most recent academic catalog. 
 
Anthropology 
A community of scholars committed to teaching, learning, research and service toward a scientific 
understanding of human behavior and cultural diversity.  
 
   
 
 
 
 



Program Learning Outcome Assessment 
 

Learning Outcomes 
published in the most recent 
academic catalog. 

Outcome 1 

 
1. Describe the four sub-disciplines of anthropology and 
discuss how they interrelate to support holistic 
understanding of the human condition across cultures 
and through time. 

Outcome 2 
 

 
2. Apply problem-solving anthropological investigative 
approaches to advance understanding of culture. 
 

Outcome 3 
 

 
3. Critically examine human behavior and cultural 
diversity in their own and other societies. 
 

 

Target 

Describe what level of proficiency or percent student attainment of the stated learning 
outcome.  
 
Scale: Strong / Moderate/ Weak/ NA; every student should average at 
least Moderate across applicable ratings for the outcome(s) appropriate 
to his or her individual project, whether research, internship or study 
abroad. 
  

Data Source 

Describe where and when data will be collected, how and if students will be sampled, and 
estimated sample size.  
 
Anthropology faculty members attend Academic Excellence Showcase 
and observe student presentations of ANTH 410 Research Design and 
ANTH 412 Senior Thesis papers. Both are required of thesis track 
students.  Some BA/BS non-thesis majors elect to present at AES and 
are also observed.  All BA/BS non-thesis majors submit a final report on 
their capstone experience that is read and evaluated against the above 
three program LOs, as appropriate for their particular project. 
 

Means of Assessment 

Describe in detail the method of assessment you will be using (e.g., capstone project, 
course-embedded assessment, standardized instrument, etc.). 
 
This is embedded assessment of the first and third of three courses 
required of BA thesis majors in Anthropology: 
ANTH 410C Research Design 
ANTH 411D Fieldwork 
ANTH 412C Senior Thesis 
and of the one course required of BA/BS non-thesis majors: 
ANTH 413 Field experience 



 
Course goals for each of these four courses are included in syllabi on 
file in the Social Science Division and submitted each time a student 
registers for one of these courses, all of which are individually arranged 
and mentored by the two tenured faculty in the Department of 
Anthropology. 
 

Means of Scoring 

Describe how you will score the assessment. For example, will you use a rubric or answer 
key, or will it be scored by a testing company? (If you plan to use a rubric, be sure to 
include the rubric as an appendix.) Who will do the scoring? One or more people? How 
will scores be reported (e.g., total scales or subscores)?  
 
The two full-time faculty members in Anthropology (Lobnibe, Smith) 
attend AES and discuss the presentations. Either Lobnibe or Smith reads 
theses and reports, depending on who is advising the student, and shares 
observations with colleague(s). Results will be reported as a narrative in 
the Archival Summary Report for the Department. 
  
 

 

Evidence Storage 

Describe how/where the evidence pertaining to the assessment process is being archived. 
Electronic archive is preferred when possible.  Please be certain that records can be retrieved 
for review by internal (e.g., division, college, university) or external (e.g., NWCCU) 
reviewers. 
 
Senior theses and Field Experience reports are stored in the 
Anthropology folder in the Social Science Division folder on the groupr 
I drive. 
  

 


